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INTRODUCTION

Groundwater may be defined as subsurface water that

occurs beneath a water table in soils, rocks or in geologic

formations that are fully saturated. Aquifers, the subsur-

face permeable rock formations which contain groundwater,

underlie most of the nation. Groundwater is stored in

aquifers by formations of impermeable rock, and thus reaches

the surface only when the aquifer is exposed (natural

springs), or tapped (drilled wells). The amount of ground

water stored in an aquifer is dependent upon its pprmeability

d ·t 1an paras, y.

A vast natural resource, this saturated subsurface

zone, or phreatic zone, contains the largest 'source of

unfrozen fresh water in the world. rt constitutes twenty-one

percent of all the world's fresh water and ninety-seven

percent of all the unfrozen fresh water on earth. 2 Torlay,

nearly twenty-five percent of all the water withdrawn in

the nation comes from under the ground, ~nrl rough1y O~~ half

of the population depends on groundwater as its principal

source of drinking water. 3

It is generally argued that, up to now, the quality

of our groundwater resources has been t~ken larqely for

granted. This is primarily a result of the fact that

1
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groundwater has always been viewed as a pristine resource.

In fact, early air and water pollution control laws

generally encouraged the land disposal of wastes; the very

solution that put groundwater supplies in jeopardy. The

infiltration of contaminants into groundwater bodies was

not thorough1y accounted for by early legislation.

Today, many pollution sources are threatening ground-

water. Contamination from such sources as landfills,

underground injection, hazardous waste disposal and storage~

mine drainage and non-point agricultural sources have

reduced groundwater quality. These contaminants include a

variety of materials; however, organic and inorganic chemi

cals, many of them carcinogenic, have been found to be the

most notable. 4

The groundwaters of the State of Colorado are

utilized for a variety of purposes, with the greatest uses

being made for agricultural and domestic purposes. Nearly

eighty percent of public water systems in Colorado depend

on groundwater for all, or a portion of their raw drinking

water supply.5 However, a very substantial proportion of

water utilized for drinking purposes ;n the State d~rivps

from surface water supplies.

Surface and subsurface disposal of solid~ liqui ri ,

and hazardous wastes has increased in the State in recent

years. 6 Unregulated and improper waste disposal practices

often means that contamination will migrate nffsite, SlIr.h as

the cases of the Rocky Mountain Arsenal and the Lowry
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Landfill. As Colorado's population increases and new

sources of water are needed to meet projected demands,

the likelihood increases that public drinking water

supplies and other beneficial uses of groundwater will be

adversely impacted if groundwater quality is not properly

regulated. The following examples of groundwater quality

problems in Colorado indicate the State's need for a compre-

hensive and coordinated groundwater quality management

program.

The underground injection of fluids has become an

increasingly popular method of waste disposal in recent

years. Contamination problems can occur' in a number of

ways including: poorly designed injection wells which

leak into aquifers; injection of wastes into incompatible

formations and; excessive injection pressure causing

disposal fluids to migrate into unintended formations.

Contamination problems resulting from underground injection

have occurred in the past in Colorado at the Grover in-situ

uranium project, where ammonia was injected into the or?

body for leaching purposes. Such problems can be expected

to qrow as energy development in th~ State . 7
lncreas~~.

Groundwater contamination from mill and mine tailin~

ponds and piles is common in Colorado. Tailings are the

end waste product of ore extraction. The tailings arp often

deposited as slurry in settling ponds, which usually are

unlined. These tailings often contain high amounts of

radioactivity, heavy metals, and substances used for are
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extraction such as cyanide. Contamination problems asso-

ciated with tailings may be severe or slight, depending

upon the composition of the tailings, geologic cond;tions~

and proximity to groundwater bodies. 8

Such problems have been documented near Telluride at

the Idarado Mining Company mill. Hexavalent chromium has

been found to be leaching out of tailings into the valley

aquifer contaminating groundwater intended to be used as ~

future domestic water supply by Telluride. 9

Similar problems are known or suspected at the

Cotter Corporation site in Canon City, at Union Carbide's

Rifle facility, at Standard Metal's Mayflower mill near

Silverton, and at New Jersey Zinc's mill near Minturn. IO

The burial of solid and hazardous wastes has the

potential for groundwater contamination. Problems occur

when the design and construction is inadequate anrl when

the landfill is located poorly. Such is the case at thp.

Rocky Mountain Arsenal located north of Denver's Stapelto~

Airport and the Lowry Landfill located east of Aurora.

Rocky Mountain Arsenal, since its incertion, has

produced toxic chemicals and chemical filled munitions.

In 1946, a large portion of the facility was leased to Shell

Chemical Company for the production of pesticides and

herbicides. In the past, wastes from the m~nuf~cturing of

these products were disposed of in unlined basins. In

1980, OSCP ldibromochloropropane), a pesticide manufactured

at the Arsenal, was detected in the Town of Ironda1~'s
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drinking water supply. DBCP has also been discovered

in private wells in the Irondale area. Crops in the area

that were irrigated with the contaminated water have also

been damaged. II

Lowry Landfill is owned and operated by the City of

Denver and was used for the disposal of toxic chemicals and

other hazardous wastes. The landfill was closed in July~

1982, after the Colorado Supreme Court ruled that Chemical

Waste Management Company had not obtained a hazardous waste

permit from Arapahoe County. But, after the landfill

closed, state health officials detected an underground

plume of contamination, consisting of the chemical 1.1

trichloroethane, moving northeast, west, and south of the

site. The chemical is an industrial cleaner, and in high

doses it ;s suspected of causing reproductive problems. 12

Finally, there is the problem of illegal dumping,

the extent of which is unknown in Colorado. Most documented

cases involve saline brine disposal associated with oil and

gas production, however, the dumping of chemical wastes is

also expected to be fairly common. In one documented case,

sodium cyanide was discovered at a solid waste disposal site

E
. 13near mplre.

In order to gain a national perspective on the extent

and severity of drinking water contamination due to ground-

water contaminants, the Council on Environmental Quality

(CEQ) collected data during 1980 from the Environmental

Protection Agency (EPA) Office of Drinking Wrtter, the ten
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EPA regions and several states. CEQ received detailprl

information on drinking water contamination in thirty-fou~

states. At least one state in each of the ten EPA regions

reported significant problems. The data also showed that

almost all states east of the Mississippi have major

problems with contamination, as do the relatively non

industrial, more sparsely populated western states. 14

Prior to five years ago, legislation explicitly

prescribing groundwater pollution control programs was

virtually non-existent. The low priority given groundwater

can be attributed to the national focus on surface water

quality which came to the forefront of public attention

during the environmental movement of the sixties and early

seventies. Surface water contamination could frequently

be seen with the naked eye and was therefore easily recog

nized. Hence, legislation, primarily federal with state

enforcement provisions, was enacted to preserve the quality

of our nationls surface waters. Much of this legislation

overlooked or only referred to groundwater incidentally.

Groundwater quality was taken for granted primarily because

it lacked visibility and was not otherwisp. known to be

substantially contaminated.

Once groundwater contamination problems became

apparent, government officials and experts in the field

were dismayed to discover thp. weak regu1atory systpm

available for protecting the quality of this resource.

Responses to the emerging groundwater contamination problem
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consisted of ad-hoc legislation which was directed at pieces

of the problem, such as hazardous waste disposal. These

piecemeal legislative responses represented an effort of

expediency on the part of the federal government, and as a

consequence, the current federal legal framework for ground

water quality protection consists of a patchwork of several

different laws that are not primarily concerned with

groundwater. This framework is further muddled by the

fact that some of these laws provide for direct feder~l

regulation, while others delegate administrative responsi

bility to the states.

As with federal law, there are a large number of

Colorado laws and regulations that bear upon aspects of

the groundwater pollution problem. These laws may addrp.ss

groundwater specifically or refer somewhat ambiguously to,

lithe waters of the state." However, Colorado has not

addressed groundwater contamination in a comprehensive way_

The state programs like the federal laws are generally

directed towards pieces of the problem.

Since the authority for groundwater quality regula

tion is divided between the feder~l government and the

states, it is essential that federal law as well as Colorarln

law be accounted for in order to comprehensively address

Coloradols groundwater quality management system. Howevpr,

as public officials and citizens consider the legal,

institutional, and political complexities of protecting

groundwater quality, it is imperative that a few physicnl,

chemical and biological facts be kept in ~lnd:
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1). Many groundwater contaminants are removed from

percolating water through filtration and absorption; but

soil and strata do not eliminate most toxic chemicals.

Moreover, once water reaches a saturat~d~ region, very

little, if any further cleansing takes place in an abiotic,

cool and dark aquifer. Finally, once contaminated, ground

water may remain so for hundreds or thousands of years, if

not for geologic time.

2). The degree to which contamination is a threat

to groundwater is dependent upon the types of materials

underlying a surface site and the particular geologic and

hydrologic conditions. For instance, contaminants may be

discharged into a relatively dry, or impermeab1e geologic

formation, in which case they may not reach any water for

an extended period of time, if at all. On the other hand,

discharges into highly permeable and porous soil and rock

strata overlying an aquifer can often re~ult in severe

degradation of the groundwater body in a relatively short

period of time.

3}. Groundwater moves slowly, depending upon the

hydraulic gradient and permeability of the aquifer. Given

enough time, however, contaminants within groundwater can

travel great distances. It is possible that groundwater

may be heavily contaminated in one p1ace, while only a few

hundred feet away it may remain pristine. There may also

be long delays and distances between the time and r1a.Cp. of

contamination and its detection. It may take dp.cades
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before groundwater polluted in one place appears in a water

supply elsewhere.

4). Testing for and monitoring of contaminants is

expensive.

5). The qualities and quantities of ground and

surface water are often interdependent, due to hydrologic

connections. Some aquifers are confined and do not connect

with surface waters, however, depending upon the geology

and hydrology of an area, contamination in a wetland or

other surface water may pollute an aquifer. 15

This paper will discuss the current regulatory frame

work for groundwater quality control in Colorado.

In Part I, the federal government's role will be

addressed. The various federal laws which have an imoact

on groundwater quality will be summarized. It will be

demonstrated that some of these laws provide for direct

federal regulation, while others delegate primary adminis

trative responsibility to the states. This summary will

further illustrate the inadequacies of the existing frame

work which is composed of a patchwork of policies. The

federal government attempted to resolve this prohlem throlJgh

its Groundwater Quality Management Program tWQM); however,

the Reagan Administration embraced policy priorities which

did not include groundwater management. Therefore, pr09ress

on WQM appears to have been slowed to a standstill.

Part II of this paper will discuss Colorado la~s

which impact groundwater quality. Some of these laws
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explicitly provide for groundwater quality protection,

while others refer to it only incidentally. Colorado,

like the federal government, attempted to alleviate its

groundwater quality regulatory problems by developing a

groundwater quality management program. The Colorado

Groundwater Quality Task Force was created by the Colorado

Water Quality Control Commission in 1978 for the purposp.

of developing a coordinated groundwater quality management

approach for the State in 1 ieu of the adm"inistrative prob

lems associated with the State's current regulatory system.

Finally, some observations regarding problem areas

in Colorado's groundwater quality management system will

be presented.
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PART ONE

FEDERAL REGULATION



CHAPTER 1

FEDERAL STATUTES AFFECTING GROUNDWATER

QUALITY

Recognition of the groundwater problem has raised

questions as to whether our existing legal system ;s ade-

quate. The system consists of a patchwork of federal and

state legislation resulting in indefinite, confusing and

possibly conflicting policies. There is currently no

federal statute, nor single federal agency that compre-

hensively addresses groundwater from every form of

contamination or mismanagement. At the same time, a number

of sections in nine federal laws granting regulatory

authority to three federal agencies, the Environmental

Protection Agency (EPA), the Department of Interior (Dar)

and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, are related to or

can impact groundwater quality. They are as follows:

1. Clean Water Act (CWA)
2. Safe Drinking Water Act (SWDA)
3. Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)
4. Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA)
5. Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenti

cide Act (FIFRA)
6. Surface Mining Control and Reclamation

Act (SMCRA)
7. Uranium Mill Tailings Radirttio~ Control

Act (UMTRCA)
8. Comprehensive Environmental Response, Comnpn

sation and Liability Act (CERCLA)
9. National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)

1 1
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These laws variously authorize the control of water

pollution generally; drinking water; specific hazardous

or toxic substances, certain actions, such as the manufac-

ture or transport of toxic or hazardous materials and

certain facilities, such as injection wells or open dumps.

The significant requirements in the aforementioned federal

statutes that bear directly on the protection of ground

water will now be discussed.

Clean Water Act (CWA)

The Federal Water Pollution Control Act (FWPCA)

of 1972 was designed to set the course for a sustained

water quality improvement program with "no pollution" as

its ultimate goal. The basic approach of the FWPCA was

maintained when it was amended and renamed the Clean Water

Act in 1977. 1 The provisions of the CWA are directed to

water quality in general, however, its primary thrust ;s

geared towards the protection of surface water quality with

the exception of only a few specific references to grouno-

water.

The primary thrust of the CWA ;s stated in section

102(a) which addresses EPA's responsibility for developinq

comprehensive programs for water pollution control;

"The Administrator shall ... in cooperation
with other Federal agencies, State water
pollution control agencies, interstate agencies
and the municipalities and industries involvAd,
prepare or develop comprehensive programs for
preventing, reducing or eliminating th~ pollll
tion of navigable waters and groundwaters and
improving the sanitary condition of surface ~nd

u nde r 9r 0 U n d wa t e r s . II 7 ( em phas i sad de d )
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The principal provisions in the CWA which are

specifically directed towards groundwater quality are

section 208 (Areawide Waste Treatment Management), section

382 (National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System-

NPDES), section 303 (Water Quality Standards) and section

105 (Pollution Control Grants).

Section 208, as established by the general directives

set forth in section l02(a), required the EPA Administrator

to publish guidelines for the identification of areas having

substantial water quality control problems. Within sixty

days after the publication of those guidelines, the

Governor of each state had the responsibility to determine

the boundaries of those areas and designate a single policy

body capable of developing effective areawide waste treat

ment management plans for the area involved. These plans

were to contain alternatives for waste treatment management

and be applicable to all wastes generated in such an area.

Specifically, these plans were required to includ~;

(1) provisions dealing with waste treatment works, such as

the identification of needed facilities~ financia1 nrrange

ments, construction priorities and regulatory programs anrl;

(2) a process to identify non-point sources of pollution and

procedures to control them. Section 208(b)(2)(f-k) expli

citly addresses groundwater quality problems caused by

non-point sources.

Finally, section 208 authorized Federal funding to
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the states in order to aid them in the developing ~f ~eir own

management programs.

The National Pollutant Discharge System (NPDES)

established by section 302 of the CWA requires that all

point sources of pollution receive permits from EPA or frnm

federally approved state programs. The system sets up a

step by step schedule that requires sources to reduce

pollutants to acceptable levels over a specified period of

time. Sources must also monitor and report their discharges

on a continuing basis. Violations of th~ compliance or of

any permit requirement may result in fines or court action.

Conflicting judicial decisions have clouded EPA's

authority to issue NPDES permits to control point source

discharges into groundwater. Two district courts denied

EPA the authority under NPDES to regulate deep well injec

tion of waste. 2 However, in U. S. Steel Corp. v. Train,3

the Seventh Circuit decided that, at least in conjunction

with the regulation of a permittee's discharge into surface

water, EPA does have the authority to regulate discharges

into deep wells.

Under section 303 (Water Quality Standards), EPA

clearly has the authority to require states to promulgate

groundwater quality standards for cases showing a c1ear

hydrologic nexus between ground and surface waters. This

analysis of section 303 was litigated and upheld in Kentucky

ex rel. Hancock v. Train. 4 However, EPA has construed
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this authority to apply to groundwater only in unique and

narrow circumstances, and accordingly has not developed a

program of national groundwater quality standards. S

Section 106 of the CWA provides grants to states

and interstate agencies to assist them in administering

programs for the prevention, reduction and elimination of

pollution. A wide variety of water pollution control

activities, including the planning and implementation of

groundwater controls are eligible for 106 funding.

EPA1s specified scope of authority under the CWA is

somewhat ambiguous and has been further confused by judicial

decisions. In addition, the agency has been reluctant to

exercise its CWA authorities as they pertain to groundwater

protection, interpreting them narrowly and failing to push

for their implementation. During the Carter administration,

EPA was somewhat more aggressive, however, now much of that

progress has been lost. 6

Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA)

The Safe Drinking Water Act of 1974 7 was designed to

upgrade drinking water supplies by establish.ing minimum

nat; 0 na1 s tan dar ds for pub 1 i c wate r 5 upp1 i e S n n' d r ~ <;1 \ I 1 a tin 9

underground injection of wastes. The SDWA has three primary

provisions of significance to groundwater protection; the

Underground Injection Control Program, the Sole-Sourcp.

Aquifer Protection Program and the authority for EPA tn

establish national standards (maximum contaminant levels)
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and treatment technologies for public drinking water.

Section 1421 (Underground Injection Control)

authorized EPA to promulgate minimum requirements for

state programs to control the design and operation of injec-

tion wells that might endanger existing or future sources

of drinking water and regulate them by permit or rule.

The EPA regulations were to specify the procedural and

technical requirements for such programs. If a state did

not establish and enforce an adequate program consistent

with EPA guidelines, the job was forfeited to EPA. The

only limitation to the Underground Injection Control Program

is that it deals only with drinking water sources, thereby

neglecting groundwater supplies valuable for other purposes.

The Sole-Source Aquifer Protection Program estab

lished under section 1424(e) of the SDWA is designed to

protect the recharge zone of an aquifer that is the sole

or principal source of drinking water for on orea. EPA

has the authority to designate sole-source aquifers and

prohibit any federally assisted project that may conta~i-

nate such an aquifer so as to create a significant threat

to public health. The weakness of this program is that ;~

has no effect on non-federally funded projects. As of

July 1980, seven sole-source aquifers had been designQte~

o
and petitions for eight other designations were oendinq.u

The final prOVision of the SDWA which rert~ins to

groundwater is contained in section 1412(b), which grants EPA

the authority to establish maximum contaminant levels for
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pollutants in public drinking water supplies, including

those drawn from groundwater. EPA may also prescribe

specific treatment technologies to be used.

To date, EPA has established interim final maximum

contaminant levels for heavy metals, six pesticides and

trihalomethanes; however, it has not proposed them for most

~ompounds, including toxic organics, that frequently contami

nate well water. It has instead, prepareri Ilc;uggested no

adverse response levels" which can be used by sti\te and

municipal governments in regulating suCh ma"terials. Under

the Carter administration, EPA was planning to replace its

"suggested no adverse response levels" with maximum

r.ontaminant levels for several chlorinated organic compounds,

however, this has yet to be accomplished. 9

Primary enforcement responsibilities under the SDWA

are placed upon the states. However, the failure of a state

to administer its enforcement program properly~ permits EPA

to bring a civil action against any violator, or a criminal

action where the violation is willful.

A bill now before Congress, (5 1866)10 proposes to

alter several key provisions of the SDWA. ThiS hill w.i11

be discussed in further detail later in the paper.

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)

The broad regulatory program established hy the

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976 11 is the

primary source of authority for EPAl s Solid Wastes Proqrrtm.
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The Act deals with the location, design and operation of

landfills as well as hazardous waste generation, treatment,

storage and disposal, all of which are potentially dangerous

to groundwater sources.

EPA was required under the RCRA to publish criteria

for identifying hazardous wastes along with minimum stan

dards governing them. The Act authorized federal funding

for those states wishing to operate hazarrlous waste

management programs. In states which di d not establish

such programs, EPA had the responsibility to issue permits

for them, as the Act required permits for all facilities

involved in the treatment, storage or disposal of hazardous

wastes.

The control mechantsm under the RCRA is undertaken

through a system of identifying hazardous wastes as they

are generated and tracking them as they move through the

environment. This includes ensuring that hazardous wastes

are packaged and transported properly and includes regulat

ing the treatment, storage and disposal of them. Regula

tions pertaining to generators of hazardous wastes incitJde

requirements for record-keeping, labeling, and the use o~

a manifest system to ensure that all such wastes are

designated only for authorized treatment, storage or

disposal facilities.

Another major objective of the RCRA was the develor

ment of solid waste management plans by the states,

interstate urban areas and municipalitip.s. Each plan was
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to include provisions for prohibiting open dumping and

upgrading them to sanitary landfills in order to protect

the quality of surface and groundwater from leaching and

surface runoff contamination.

EPA began promulgating hazardous waste management

regulations early in 1980. They required hazardous waste

managers to monitor the upper-most aquifer underlying a

hazardous waste facility for compliance with the national

interim primary drinking water standards and to determine

groundwater quality and contaminant levels. Monitoring

data must be reported to EPA at specified intervals, and,

in the case of landfills, monitoring must continue after

such facilities have been closed. 12

The RCRA also provides for primary enforcement

delegation to the states.

Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) and
Federal Insecticide, Funqicide and
Rodenticide Act (FIFRA)

Although both the Toxic Substances Control Act of

1976 and the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenti-

cide Act of 1947 make no specific references to groundwater

quality, they have the clear potential in certain circum-

stances to restrict the use of or ban substances which are

of particular danger to human health or the environment;

groundwater included.

The TSCA 13 was designed to provide better information

about the potential hazards of chemical substance5~ to
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prevent toxic problems through pre-market screening of new

chemicals and to limit the manufacture and use of poten

tially harmful chemicals. EPA's regulatory responsibilities

under the Act are triggered by risk of harm rather than by

actual damage.

In 1980, CEQ argued that the TSCA, IIclearly gives

EPA the authority to control the disposal of most, if not

all, of the toxic chemicals now found in groundwater

supplies. 1I14

EPA has enforcement authority under the TSCA and

may seek injunctive restraints and criminal and civil

penalties ;n district court against any person who violates

the Act or the regulations under it.

The Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide

Act, amended the Federal Pesticide Act of 1978,15 provides

the basis for EPA's Pesticides Control Program. The Act

authorized a comprehensive program to regulate the manu

facture, distribution and use of pesticides as well oS

major research efforts into the effects of pesticides on

living organisms.

The 1978 amendment shifted the primary enforcement

responsibilities of the Act from EPA to the states. The

use of pesticides in a manner inconsistent with labeling

directions, which are approved by EPA at the time of

pesticide registration, is prohibited and sllbjp.ct to civil

or criminal penalties.
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Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act (SMCRA)

The Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of

1977, under the direction of the Department of the ·Interior~

for the first time set national performance standards to

th " t f f . 11 t" 16protect e enVlronmen rom sur ace mlne po u 10n.

Groundwater protection is explicitly provided for as stated

in section SlS(b) (10) and 515(b) (14) of the Act which

require that surface mine operations:

1/(10) minimize the disturbances to the
prevailing hydrologic balance at the mine
site and in associated off-site areas and
to the quality and quantity of water in
surface and groundwater systems both
dUftng and after surface coal mining
operations and during reclamation."

"(14) insure that all debris, acid forming
materials, toxic materials, or materials
constituting a fire hazard are treated or
buried and compacted or otherwise disposed
of in a manner designed to prevent
contamination of ground or surface waters
and that contingency plans are developed
to prevent sustained combustion. 1I

The SMCRA established an Office of Surface Mining

(OSM) in the Department of the Interior. Its duties

included the implementation of the Act1s regulatory pro-

grams and providing technical assistance to state govern-

ments. The failure of a state to submit a fUlly apprnvahie

regulatory program triggers the preparation and implementa

tion of a federal program for the control of surface mining

within that state. Permits are required eight months after

the ap~rQval of a regulatory program in order to comm~nce

or continue mining and must conform to national performance

standards.
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The primary enforcement responsibility under the

SMCRA resides in the states under federal supervision. l ?

Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control
Act (UMTRCA)

The Uranium Mill Tailings Control Act of 1978 18

gives the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), in coopera

tion with EPA, the authority to develop standards for the

safe disposal of wastes from uranium processing mills:

II ••• in order to prevent or minimize
radon diffusion into the environment
and to prevent or minimize other environ
mental hazards from such tailings. 1I1 9

The provisions under the UMTRCA, which effect gro4nd

water quality indirectly, gives the states the right to

participate fully in the selection and implementation of

procedures to clean up wastes. The Act also required that

waste disposal sites be turned over to the states or the

federal government unless the NRC determined that such a

turnover was unnecessary.20

Comprehensive Environmental Response; Compensation
and Liability Act (CERCLA)

The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensa

tion and liability Act of 1980 (lISuperfundll)21 gives the

federal government, through EPA, the authority to

immediately clean up any chemicals that are re1easp.d into

the environment. The Act defines environment as including

groundwater and drinking water- supplies. It estab1ished n

$1.6 billion fund to be used by the government for cleaning
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up hazardous spills and gives the President the authority

to order any emergency clean up by either the government

or those parties responsible in order to protect the public

health and welfare or the environment.

The Act provides that the "fund" could pay for the

following losses resulting from hazardous chemical releases:

I} ninety percent of the operation and maintenance costs of

any remedial action taken at a release site (the state pays

the remaining ten percent); 2) the loss of natural resources

(including groundwater) and ~osts up to fifty million

dollars and; 3) the costs of health studies and diagnostic

exams for victims' health problems, but not for other medical

expenses.

National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)

The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 was

very broad in scope in that it mandated all federal agencies

to consider the effects of any federal action on all aspects

of environmental quality. The Act required the drafting of

Environmental Impact Statements (EIS) by responsible

officials which were to include:

11(1) The environmental impact of the
proposed action,
(II) Any adverse environmental effects
which cannot be avoided should the
proposals be implemented,
(III) Alternatives to the proposed
action,
(IV) The relationship between local
short-term uses of man's environment
and the maintenance and enhancement
of long-term productivity,
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(V) Any irreversible and irretrievable
commitments of resources which would
be involved in the proposed action
should it be implemented."22

The Acts summarized in this section (see Figure I)

demonstrate the fragmented and uncoordinated nature of

federal groundwater protection regulations. Several of the

Acts provide for explicit, well-defined regulatory approaches

for the protection of groundwater quality while others refer

to it only incidentally or not at all.

EPA was well aware of this institutional problem and

proposed to solve it by developing a comprehensive and

integrated groundwater strategy. This strategy is the topic

of the next section.
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CHAPTER 2

FEDERAL GROUNDWATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT

PROGRAM (WQM)

In 1979, EPA began studying the feasibility of

developing a comprehensive national groundwater protection

program. The Agency·s goal was to marshall its authorities

under existing Federal legislation containing groundwater

quality provisions and develop them in a coherent fashion

that reduced confusion and burdensome overlaps on one hand

and minimized major gaps in coverage on the other. 1

Guiding Principles

In order to aid in the creation of the proposed

program, EPA developed four basic princ;plp.s to guide it in

its efforts. These principles included; 1) the administra-

tion of the related programs would be a cooperative effort

involving Federal, State, and Local governments; 2) the

program·s focus would concentrate on the prevention of

contamination, rather than on its treatment at the point of

withdrawal; 3) applicable standards would be based on

available technology rather than ambient groundwater quality

considerations and; 4) there would be a need to balance

30
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environmental protection, energy development and continued

economic prosperity objectives so that the resulting pro

gram would fully protect health while being realistically

implementable.

With regard to the first principle, the majority of

Federal legislation pertaining to groundwater either provided

exclusively for State programs or for primary Stat~ respon

sibility in the administration and enforcement of programs.

EPA preferred that the States retain the lead in managing

groundwater and therefore perceived its role as being one

of establishing minimum quality and program standarQs,

providing technical and financial assistance and reviewing

State progress and performance. 2

The second principle which stressed the reliance on

preventing contamination rather than on its abatement, was

based on the difficult and often impractical nature of

remedial action. The physical characteristics of groun n

water make it nearly impossible to cleanse once contaminated

and the treatment of contaminated groundwater after with

drawal is often too costly to be practicMl. 3

The third principle's reliance on technology base rl

rather than ambient water quality standards was estab1ished

due to the fact that the effects of discharges on ambient

quality are complex, difficult to predict and of lonq

duration. EPA felt that it would be more practical to

utilize sound engineering practices in the siting, construc-

tion, operation, closure and abandonment of facilities
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that had the potential for adversely affecting ground

water quality.4

Finally, EPA was of the opinion that groundwater

protection should be geared towards a multiple-use.concept.

This was based on the argument that not all groundwater

sources would be needed for drinking water and that certain

industrial and other activities might be of higher priority

than groundwater protection in some areas. EPA felt that

many practices serving other purposes could be carried on

with little adverse inpact on groundwater quality if they

were located, des;~ned, constructed and operated according

to known ecological and engineering practices. 5

National Strategy

In 1980, EPA established a National Groundwate~

Quality Task Force which was directed to formulate a

national groundwater policy consistent with the aforemen-

tioned principles. The Task Force was comprised of members

representing the EPA Offices of Water Planning and

Standard~, Drinking Water, Solid Waste Management, Research

and Development, Planning and Manaqement and Regional

representatives. 6

The strategy proposed by the National Task Force for

the Water Quality Management Program (WQM) provided a frame-

work for: developing cost effective solutinns to ground-

water problems through a national prototype technology

transfer program, developing EPA Regional groundwater
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strategies and State programs and funding WQM groundwater

projects. The strategy discussed the selection and use of

national prototype projects as an approach to developing

cost effective solutions and Best Management Practices

(BMP's) for significant and characteristic groundwater

problems. A major factor in the selection of such projects

was that their results be potentially transferrable to other

areas of the country experiencing similar problems. The

strategy also provided direction to the States and ar~a

wide agencies on the development of other groundwater pro

jects and provided directions to the EPA Regions for

evaluating projects for funding.]

All WQM groundwater projects were required to satisfv

basic criteria for EPA funding. EPA Regional Offices used

a two-phased procedure in reviewing groundwater work plans.

In the fi.rst phase, proposals were screened for their

conformity with a set of fundamental criteria. The appli

cant agencies were required to: 1) identify and address a

problem of groundwater pollution; 2) show what appropriate

support had been approved or was being requested; 3) explain

how the products of the work plan were expected to aid or

spur the undertaking of action to protect groundwater

quality and; 4) present a well organizerl anrl technicall~

sound work program. S

If the applicants met the first set of requirements

they qualified for the second stage of review in which morp

detailed criteria were applied to rank the proposals ~0
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order of relative merit and priority. These include, in

order of importance: 1) the significance of the problem

to be addressed; 2) emphasis on implementation; 3) trans

ferability of results to other locations and contexts;

4) advancement in state-of-the-art groundwater management;

5) diversity; 6) leverage to secure multi-purpose

advantages and; 7) comprehensiveness of the project. 9

Based upon the project selection criteria, EPAl s

Water Planning Division was to select twenty-two prototype

projects (twelve starting in FY80 and ten in FY81) from

among the qualifying proposals sent by the Regions. These

projects, which were to be managed by the Regional Offices,

would represent various types of pollution problems. With

the assistance of the Regions, the Water Planning Division

was then responsible to transfer groundwater technologies

and information developed as a result of the projects

throughout the nation (see Figure 11).10
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CHAPTER 3

BUDGET CUTS AT EPA AND THE DEMISE

OF WOM

Since the Presidential election of 1980, it appear~

that there has been a sudden and dramatic reversal in the

direction that characterized the environmental efforts of

the last decade. By means of budgetary and personnel

actions designed to reduce the size and power of EPA, the

Reagan administration, through its new EPA administrator,

Anne Gorsuch, may be moving toward what may amount to a

defacto repeal of many of our environmental laws without a

single vote in Congress directly affecting those laws.

EPA's bUdget 1 for fiscal year 1981 was approximately

$1.4 billion, which was considered inadequate by many

knowledgeable observers given EPAls extensive pollution

control responsibilities. However, early in 1981, the

Administration proposed a twelve percent cut in the EPA

budget for fiscal year 1982, which was accepted by Congress

in its first budget resolution. Thus, EPA was left with a

budget of $1.2 billion for the current fiscal year.

Gorsuch1s budget proposal for fiscal year 1983, which

begins October 1, called for a further twenty percent

redUction in EPA's operating budget and staff, to a level

37
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of $980 million. The Office of Management and Budget (OMS)

porposed further cuts to a level of $760 million, however,

Reagan s~pported .Gorsuch and as of now EPA has been left

with a budget of $916 million, which is only two-thirds of

that in the last year of the Carter administration.

There has also been speculation in the press and

among environmentalists that the Reagan administration r1ans

to cut EPA's budget to $700 million by fiscal year 1984.

The policy direction taken by the Reagan administ

ration has also created problems in EPA with respect to

personnel. 2

Since its inception, EPA has had the reputation of

being a non-partisan, professional agency. But through a

combination of mistrust among holdover employees, insulated

and highly politicized decision making and proposals for

extensive transfers and dismissals, the Gorsuch administra-

tion has so demoralized agency staff that the attrition

rate among professionals is three times higher than at any

time in the history of EPA. The agency·s Office of

Enforcement has been abolished, and only ten enforcement

cases have been referred to the Justice Department since

Gorsuch became administrator, compared to more than one

hundred-fifty referrals in 1980. 3

In addition, rumors have been cirCUlating at EPA

and in the press about further reorganization that may result

in the dismissal of as many as one thousand more employees

in the spring. The signs indicate that by fiscal year
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1984, EPA may have only one-half the number of employees

it had in fiscal yea~ 1981. 4

A discussion of further cutbacks and statutory

modifications scheduled for fiscal year 1983 will help

illustrate the sobering effects that the policy direction

pursued by the Reagan administration will have on ground-

water quality.

First of all, EPA's Safe Drinking Water Program is

to be cut in excess of fifteen percent, which will effec-

tively curtail the agency's efforts to set standards for

many of· the toxic chemicals that have been detected with

increasing frequency in drinking water suppl ies· nation

wide. 5

A bill now before Congress (S 1866)6 seeking to

amend the Safe Drinking Water Act, would also have a

diminishing effect on EPA's ability to regulate toxic

contaminants of drinking water. This bill would subject

national primary drinking water regulations to a determina-

tion that compliance costs are justified by the benefits

and would eliminate EPA's authority to prescribe treatment

techniques for meeting maximum contaminant levels.

Furthermore, the bill would change the Safe Drinking

Water Act l s basic requirement from one applying to contarni

nants which, lI may have any adverse effect on the health of

persons," to one applying to contaminants which, "pose an

unreasonable risk to the health of persons. lI ?
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The Toxic Substances Control Program will be cut by

more than one-third 7 which means that EPA;s effnrts to

regulate existing chemicals and screen new chemicals {major

responsibilities under the TSCA) will be curtailed. It is

likely that the severe reductions of staff and funds will

prevent EPA from effectively meeting its statutory respon

sibility to protect the public against harm from toxic

chemicals. The Toxic Substances Control Program has no

statutory state component and cannot therefore be easily

delegated to the states. 8

Proposed changes to the Federal Insecticide, Fungi-

cide and Rodenticide Act would drastically reduce public

access to health and safety data supporting pesticide

" t t" 9regls ra lons.

Perceiving the need to provide the public with full

information about the safety of pesticides, Congress in 1978

enacted liberal disclosure provisions in FIFRA. The 1978

disclosure provision was never implemented, however, because

legal challenges by the agricultural chemicals industry

resulted in the issuance of injunctions against disclosure.

More recently, representatives of the pesticides chemical

industry, primarily the National Agricultural Chemicals

Association, have lobbied Congress to repeal the 1978

amendment and to sUbstitute a restrictive disclosure provi-

s;on that would drastically reduce public access to, or

ability to utilize the health and safety data. Strong

opposition by environmental groups, labor organizations,
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farm workers, and other members of the public has produced

a series of compromise proposals, all of which nevertheless,

severely limit public access to, and use of health and

safety data. None of the proposals permits studies to be

copied in their entiretYt and all limit subsequent use of

data. Finally', if the National Agricultural Chemicals

Association should succeed in persuading Congress to enact

drastic restrictions on the disclosure of pesticide health

and safety data, it could only be a matter of time before

attempts were made to similarly amend the disclosure pro

visions of the Toxic Substances Control Act. IO

The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensa

tion and Liability Act, IIS uper fund,1I has not been given any

real priority at EPA, despite Congresses' clear recognition

that the improper disposal of hazardous waste is today's most

serious unresolved environmental problem. Cutbacks in EPA

budget and personnel have already dramatically slowed progress

in the cleanup of one-hundred-fifty priority hazardous waste

sites around the country identified by EPA. In spite of the

fact that more than five thousand hazarrlous waste disposal

sites have been identified as potential problems, and that

over $200 million has been collected from industry in

accordance with the law, not one site has heRn ~leanprl up

since the passage of Superfund. II

Finally, more than one-half of EPAls research budget

will be cut, resulting in significant reductions in research
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on the health effects of toxic chemicals and on technologies

12for pollution cleanup.

Demise of WQM

EPA's WQM program was an initial ambitious scheme

designed to solve what was perceived as a tremendously

significant problem. However, with the confirmation of Anne

Gorsuch as EPA Administrator in May 1981, the Reagan adminis

tration seems to have quietly blocked all further development

of the proposed strategy.

In September 19B1, Kepresentative Toby Moffett

(D-Connecticut), Chairman of the Environment, Energy and

Natural Resources Sub-committee of the House Committee on

Government Operations, wrote Gorsuch seeking her early

attention to completion of WQM. She made little or no

response. 13

WQM was a comprehensive integration of EPAls programs

and policies designed to address a growing health menace.

However, the budgetary constraints and the new leadership

imposed on EPA by the Reagan administration have all but

forced the program out of existence.

The new administration views water mnnagement as a

state function, not a federal responsibility. Although

WQM was never fully implemented, it provided the foundation

for the states to follow in developing their own initia1

groundwater quality management programs.

Federal policy de-emphasis on p.nvirnnmental protec-

tion, the cutback of EPA's funds and personnel, and the
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demise of WQM will effect Colorado's groundwater regulatory

programs. Federal de-emphasis on environmental programs

will take the pressure off the Colorado legislature in its

consideration of this issue. Cutbacks of EPA funds trans

ferable to Colorado will possibly curtail the State's

programs. Also, EPA's direct regulatory impact on Colorado's

groundwater problems will be slowed. Finally, the benefits

to Colorado that might have derived from EPA's WQM program

will not occur.
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PART THO

COLORADO REGULATION



CHAPTER 4

COLORADO'S GROUNDWATER QUALITY

REGULATION SYSTEM

The authority for regulating groundwater quality .in

Colorado ;s dispersed among several state agencies, primarily

the Department of Health, the Oil and Gas Conservation

Commission, the Mined Land Reclamation Board, and the State

Engineers Office. A discussion of these state agencies and

their statutory responsibilities for protecting groundwater

quality will help illustrate the confusing and conflicting

nature of groundwater quality management in Colorado.

Colorado Department of Health

The Colorado Department of Health was created by -rho'U" .....

State Legislature in 1947 in order to provide the State with

an institution capable of protecting public health and

safety.1 In order to accomplish its legislative directives,

the Department was granted broad regulatory authority over

a variety of areas, which necessarily included water quality

control.

Responsibility for groundwater quality protection is

currently dispersed among five agencies within the Depart-

ment of Health. These include: the State Board of Health;

46
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the Water Quality Control Commission; the Water Quality

Control Division; the Waste Management Division; and the

Radiation Control Division. The State Board of Health and

the Water Quality Control Commission are primarily policy

bodies which have the responsibility of promulgating rules

and regulations pertaining to water quality protection. The

three Divisions represent the administrative arm of the

Department. They have the responsibility of administering

and enforcing the rules and regulations established by the

State Board of Health and the Water Quality Control Commis-

sion.

State Board of Health

The State Board of Health was created pursuant to the

Act creating the Department of Health in 1947. 2 The Board

consists of nine members who are appointed by the Governor

with the consent of the Senate. The composition of the

Board must include one member from each Congressional

District in the State; the remaining three are selected from

the State at large. It is the responsibility of the Senate

to assure that no business or professional group constitutes

a majority of the Board.

As mentioned previously, the Board of Health is

primarily a policy body which has broad authority regarding

public health and safety. Section 25-1-108 of the Act

grants the Board the following powers:
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lI(l)(a) To determine general policies to
be followed ... in administering and
enforcing the public health laws and the
orders, standards, rules and regulations
of the board;
(b) To act in an adVisory capacity to the
executive director of the department on
all matters pertaining to public health. 1I

Since groundwater contamination poses a risk to public

health, the Board has the authority to indirectly protect

groundwater quality.

Colorado Water Quality Control Commission

The Colorado Water Quality Control Act of 1973 as

amended,3 is similar to the Federal Clean Water Act to the

extent that both contain provisions which are directed to

water quality in general. The primary thrust of both acts

is geared towards the protection of surface water quality

with the exception of only a few specific references to

groundwater.

The Act created the Colorado Water Quality Control

Commission as part of the Department of Health. 4 The

Commission consists of nine members who are appointed by

the Governor with the consent of the Senate. Appointments

are made in such a manner so as to achievp. geograph4c repre-

sentation and to reflect the various water interests in the

State.

The Commission was granted the authority to develop

and maintain a comprehensive and effective program for the

prevention, control and abatement of water pollution in
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the State. "State waters" as defined by section 25-8-103

(19) of the Act include:

" . any and all surface and subsurface
waters which are contained in or flow in
or through thi s state ... " (emphasi s
added) .

The Act required the Commission to set up a classifi

cation system for all state waters. The type of classifica-

tion was dependent upon several relevant characteristics

including; the existing or maximum extent of water pollution

to be tolerated, whether or not the pollution arises from

natural sources, the present or expected beneficial uses of

the water, and the type and character of the water (i.e.,

surface or subsurface).

The Commission was also given the responsibility of

promulgating water quality control standards and regulations

which were to be used as an aid in developing and enforcing

the State's water classification system. The surface waters

of the State have been classified in accordance with the

provisions of the Act, however, groundwater classifications

have yet to be established.

The Commission also has the authority to promulgate

permit regulations for the discharge of pollutants into

State waters. These regulations require the discharger to:

specify the location, quantity, and quality characteristics

of the discharge; monitor and maintain records regarding

discharges and; abide by the water quality standards and

regulations promulgated by the Commission.
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Finally, the Federal Safe Drinking Water Act requires

the states to develop programs for underground injection

control. 5 If a state fails to implement a fully approvab1e

program the job is forfeited to EPA. The Water Quality

Control Commission currently has the requisite statutory

authority for the establishment of most of the key elements

of an underground injection control program. There are

some areas according to Tom Smith of the State Attorney

General's Office, however, in which current statutory

authority may not be broad enough to authorize regulations

required to implement a program which will receive federal

approval. First, in order to implement an approved program,

the Commission must have authority to proscribe all under

ground injections which are not authorized by permit or rule.

This requirement could be dealt with pursuant to the Health

Department's statutory authority to prohibit all discharges

of pollutants into State waters froffii a point source without

a permit. However, this authority may not apply to

situations where a well discharges pollutants into a rela

tively dry geological formation, where the pollutants may

not reach any water for an extended period of t.ime. In

such cases, it is not clear whether the well may be said to

have discharged into State waters, and thus it is unclear

whether the Department would have the authority to regulate

such discharges. Secondly, in order to establish a federally

approved program, the Health Department must be in a posi

tion to prohibit not on1y injections, but p.ven the
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construction of an underground injection well. The Depart

ment does not appear to have the statutory authority to

enforce such a prohibition. Finally, the Department has

established both legal and political precedents by asking

the State Legislature for additional statutory authority

during each of the last two'legislative sessions. Both

times the legislature denied the Department the additional

authority requested. In so doing, the Department has at

least tacitly admitted that it lacks the requisite statutory

authority to implement an underground injection control

program. 6

Water Quality Control Division

The Water Quality Control Division within the Depart

ment of Health is responsible for administering and

enforcing the water quality control standards and regulations

promulgated by the Water Quality Control Commission.

Section 25-8-301 of the' Colorado Water Quality Control Act

provides the Division with the responsibilities of: carrying

out enforcement provisions; administering the permit system;

monitoring waste discharges; monitoring State waters;

inspecting premises and records; and taking such action ~s

necessary to prevent, abate, and control pollution in

accordance with the rules and regulations promulgated by th~

Water Quality Control Commission.

Prior to recent revisions, section 25-8-505 of the

Water Quality Control Act granted the Water Quality Control
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division rather broad regulatory authority regarding under-

ground waste disposal activities. However, House Bill

#1468 7 amended this section so that now it pertains solely

to underground disposal of radioactive waste. Section

25-8-505 of the Act was revised and replaced by section

25-8-506 which states:

11(1) It is unlawful for any person to
discharge, deposit, generate, or dispose
of any radioactive waste underground in
liquid, solid, or explosive form unless
the division, upon application of the
person desiring to undertake such activity
and after investigation and hearing, has
first found based upon a preponderance of
the evidence, that there will be no sig
nificant pollution resulting therefrom
or that the pollution, if any, will be
limited to waters in a specified limited
area from which there is no risk or
s i 9n i f i can t mig rat ion . 11

The Bill also contains provisions relating to the

federal. Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act as

section 25-8-506(3) maintains that:

"No permit for the discharge, deposit, or
disposal of nuclear or radioactive waste
underground shall be required in any case
where groundwater quality regulation is
conducted ... under the Uranium Mill
Tailings Radiation Control Act of 1978 or
a successor statute, where such requlation
is determined by the division to comoiv

~ , ~

with the standards set forth in sUbsection
(1) of this section."

Sections 25-8-604 through 609 of the Water Quality

Control Act provide the Division with the authority to

impose penalties for permit violations. The Division has

the power to suspend, modify, or revoke permits; issue

cease and desist orders, clean-up orders, and restraining
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comply with the aforementioned orders, the Division has

the authority to initiate civil or criminal proceedings

against said violator.

Finally, section 25-1-107{x) of the Act creating the

Department of Health, empowers the Department with the

authority to adopt and enforce minimum public drinking water

standards pursuant to the federal Safe Drinking Water Act. R

The Water Quality Control Division has the authority under

this section to: review new waterworks facilities and

modifications to existing facilities; require facilities to

maintain records; and grant exemptions from minimum standards.

The Division also has the authority to bring a civil action

against anyone who willfully violates the minimum public

drinking water standards instituted under this section.

Waste Management Division

The Colorado Management and Disposition of Solid and

Hazardous Waste Act as amended by Senate 8ill #519,9

authorizes the State of Colorado to undertake the respan-

sibility of implementing a hazardous waste management program

effective July 1,1·983. The Bill ~vas enacted pursuant to

the federal Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, ann

provides the Health Department, through its Waste Management

Division, with the authority to regulate hazardous wast~

generation, treatment, storage, and disposal, ~11 of ~hich
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are potentially dangerous to groundwater quality. Section

25-15-301 of the Act specifies the responsibilities of the

Division:

1I(2)(a) Issue permits for treatment, storage,
and disposal facilities, provide for the
inspection of such operations, and enforce the
limitations and conditions of such permits,
including any conditions and schedules
established to correct non-compliance; and
(b) Assure that all generators, transporters,
starers, treaters and disposers of hazardous
waste have received ippropriate identifica
tion by the department, use a manifest system,
and provide periodic reports on waste
manifested. 1I

The Act prohibits hazardous waste disposal except at

hazardous waste disposal sites. All such sites are required

to have a Il cer tificate of designation ll which is obtainable

from the Board of County Commissioners. The certificates

identify the general types of waste which may be accepted

or rejected for a specific site.

The State Board of Health is authorized under section

25-15-208 of the Act to promulgate rules and regulations

establishing the design and operation of hazardous waste

disposal sites. These rules and regulations are required

to include:

II • Protection of surface and sub
surface waters, suitable soil chorac
teristics, distance from waste generation
centers, access routes, distance from
water wells, on-site traffic control
patterns, insect and rodent control,
methods of waste di sposa 1 fi 11, con
finement of wind blown debris, fire
prevention and final closure of the
compacted fi 11. II
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The Act also created the Committee on Hazardous

Waste. The Committee is composed of nine members. One

member must be the Director of the Colorado Geological

Surveyor his designee and the other eight members are

appointed by the Governor as follows: three members

representing commercial enterprises involved in activities

pertaining to hazardous waste management in the State,

including one person with appropriate scientific or technical

training or experience; two members representing local

government; and three members who represent the public at

1a r 9e . Nom 0 ret han f i ve 0 f the a ppoi nted me mbe rs may be

from the same political party.

The Committee was authorized by the Act to formulate

rules and regulations protecting public health and the

environment from the effects of hazardous waste. These

rules and ~egulations, as stipulated by section 25-15-302,

are to include: characteristics for establishing and

listing hazardous wastes; regulations concerning wastes

which may not be stored together; regulations for a manifest

system; record keeping requirements; and classification of

sites suitable for hazardous waste disposal. The rules and

regulations formulated by the Committee are forwarded tn

the Board of Health for final approval and may not be any

more stringent than those promulgated by EPA pursuant to

the federal Resource Conservation and Recovery Act.

Finally, any site that is found to bA abandoned, or

that is operated or maintained in such a manner so as to
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violate any provision of the Act, or any rule or regulation

adopted pursuant to the Act, is to be treated as a public

nuisance. Such violations are subject to criminai and

civil penalties.

Radiation Control Division

The Colorado Radiation Control Act of 1979 as

amended,lO provides the Department of Health, through its

Radiation Control Division, with exclusive authority over

the regulation of radioactive materials. The Act does not

contain specific provisions for the protection of ground-

water quality, however, it serves to protect environmental

quality and public health and safety in general and there

fore deals with groundwater indirectly. Sections 25-11-103

(2 and 3) of the Act explain the powers and duties of the

Radiation Control Division:

11(2) Pursuant to rules and regulations
adopted as provided in section 25-11-104,
the department shall issue licences per
taining to radioactive materials,
prescribe and collect fees for such
licences, and require registration of
other sources of ionizing radiation.
No other agency or branch of this state
shall have such power or authority.
(3) The department shall develop and
conduct programs for evaluation and
control of hazards associated with the
use of any and all radioactive materials
and other sources of ionizing radiation,
including criteria for disposal of
radioactive wastes and materials to be
considered in approving facilities and
sites pursuant to part 2 of this
art i c 1e . ;1
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The State Board of Health is authorized under

section 25-11-104 to promulgate rules and regulations

pertaining to radioactive waste disposal. These regula-

tions were required under this section to conform to those

proposed by the Council of State Governments entitled,

"Suggested State Regulations for Radiation Control. II Any

facility in which sources of ionizing radiation are believed

to be located is required to obtain a licence from the

Radiation Control Division. The licence holder is required

to conform to the rules and regulations prescribed by the

Board of Health and any violations may result in criminal

or civil penalties.

Part 3 of the Act, which was added in 1979, provides

the Division with the authority to protect the public from

hazards associated with uranium mill tailings. This section

was enacted in order to provide the State of Colorado with

the authority to participate in the implementation of the

federal Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act.

Section 25-11-303 states the general provisions of thp.

amendment:

11(1) The general assembly hereby au'thorizes
the department of health to particioate in
federal implementation of the "Uranium Mill
Tailings Radiation Control Act of 1978,'1 and
for such purposes the department has the
authority to:
(a) Enter into cooperative agreements with
the secretary of energy to perform remedial
actions at processing sites designated by
the secretary;
(b) Provide reimbursement for the actual
cost of any remedial action in accordance
with the terms of Public Law 95-n04;
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(c) Aquire and dispose of any designated
processing site, including any interest
in such site, and any site to be used for
the permanent disposition and stabiliza
tion of residual radioactive materials;
(e) Participate in the selection and
per for man ceo f rem edi a1 act ion sin whie il
the state pays a portion of the cost."

Section 25-11-202 of the Act, prohibits the disposal

of any radioactive waste which originates, or has been used

outside the State. The only exception to this provision

are those sites which are approved under the preceding

amendment.

On May 3, 1982, Governor Lamm signed the Rocky

Mountain Low-Level Waste Compact for the purpose of restrict-

ing the importation of low-level radioactive wastes from

states outside the Rocky Mountain Region. Other states

besides Colorado eligible to join in the compact are Arizona,

Nevada, New Mexico, Utah and Wyoming. II

Colorado, as the state responsible for producing

over eighty percent of all low-level radioactive waste in

the Rocky Mountain region, took the lead in approval of the

compact. Under the compact, facility sitps would be recom-

mended by counties with the guidance of the Department of

Health, the Rocky Mountain Low-Level Waste Board and thp.

Colorado Low-Level Waste Advisory Committee. The proposerl

facility sites would then be assessed by th~ Heaith Depart

ment, whose suggestions would be finally approved or

disapproved by the Regional Board based on economic feasi

bility and capacity requirements. At this time no action
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has been taken on the part of the other eligible states,

due to the extremely short or non-existent legislative

budget sessions in those states last year. 12

Colorado Department of Natural Resources

Within the Department of Natural Resources, the

primary agencies responsible for groundwater quality pro-

tection are the Oil and Gas Conservation Commission and

the Mined Land Reclamation Board. The principal concern of

both agencies is promoting the efficient development of

Colorado's mineral resources. Mining efficiency includes,

but is not limited to, the unwasteful extraction of mineral

resources. Another important tenet of mining efficiency is

environmental protection, in the form of minimizing distur-

bances to the land and water resources surrounding the mining

area, both during and after the mining process. Thus, both

agencies have the statutory and regulatory authority to

promulgate environmental standards, including those pertain-

ing to groundwater quality protection, which must be adhered

to during and after any mining operation.

Colorado Oil and Gas Conservation Commission
1 ~

The Color ado 0 i 1 and Gas Con s e r vat ion Act 0 f 19n3 . .;. '."

created the Colorado Oil and Gas Conservation Commission

and granted it the authority to regulate oil and 90S drilling

operations. The Commission consists of six members; one

from each Congressional District in the State. ADpnintmpnt~
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are made by the Governor with the consent of the Senate.

The primary purpose of the Act was to encourage and

promote the development, production, and utilization of oil

and gas natural resources in the State of Colorado. However,

the Act also contains provisions for the protection of

groundwater quality, due to contamination problems which

may occur as a result of faulty drilling procedures.

Waste, as defined by the Act, is primarily associated

with the inefficient extraction of oil and natural gas.

However, it may also be construed to have a meaning asso-

ciated with contamination, as section 34-60-106(1)(c) gives

the Oil and Gas Conservation Commission the power to

require:

liThe drilling, casing, operation and plugging
of seismic holes or exploratory wells in
such manner as to prevent ... the intrusion
of water into oil or gas stratum, the
pollution of fresh water supplies by oil,
gas, saltwater, or brackish water .. II

Fresh water, as mentioned in the Act, pertains to

both surface and subsurface fresh water supplies.

Persons wishing to drill for oil or gas must first

give notice of intent to drill by obtaining a permit. which

is subject to all the rules and regulations prescribed by

the Commission. The Commission is required to examine each

oil and gas well in the State at least once every calender

year to determine that permit conditions are beinq met.

The Oil and Gas Conservation Commission has the

power to bring suit in the name of the State) through the
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Office of the Attorney General, against any person who

violates any provision under the Act, or any rule, regula-

tion, or order made by the Commission under the Act.

Senate Bill #10,14 amended the Oil and Gas Conser

vation Act by adding a subsection which gave the Oil and

Gas Conservation Commission the authority to assume

control over a portion of the underground injection control

program as provided under the federal Safe Drinking Wate~

Act. The 8il1 states:

1134-60-106. Additional powers of the
Commission
t9) Notwithstanding the provisions of
section 34-60-120 or any other provision
of law, the commission, as to class II
injection wells defined in the regula
tions associated with any production
of oil, gas, oil shale, or any other
energy source, shall also have the
power to perform all acts for the
purpose of protecting underground
sources of drinking water in
accordance with state programs
author; zed by 42 U. S. C. sect; on
300f. ~. ~. and regulations there
under in effect or as may be amended. 1I

Finally, the Colorado Geothermal Resources Act of

1974,15 was enacted for the purpose of ensuring that wells

for the discovery and production of geothermal resources

be drilled, operated, maintained and abandoned in such ~

manner as to safeguard public health and welfare and the

environment.

The Oil and Gas Conservation Commission has the samA

powers relating to geothermal resources as it has pertaining

to oil and natural gas. This includes permit requirements
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for protective measures tn order to avoid groundwater

contamination.

In addition, the Colorado Geological Survey is

required to advise the Oil and Gas Conservation Commission

in the promulgation of rules and regulations pertaining

to geothermal resources, and to provide other governmental

agencies with the technical assistance regarding geothermal

resources as needed. 16

Colorado Mined Land Reclamation Board

1 7
The Colorado Mined Land Reclamation Act of 1973,--

created the Colorado Mined Land Reclamation Board as part

of the Division of Mines in the Department of Natural

Resources. The Board consists of five members including:

the Executive Director of the Department of Natural

Resources who is the Chairman of the Board; the Deputy

Commissioner of Mines; the Chief Inspector of Coal Mines;

the State Geologist; and a member of the State Soil Conser-

vation Board.

The powers of the Board include the authority to

carryon a review of the problems of open mining and land

reclamation in the State, ann to develop and promulgate

standards for the protection of the Statpls land an~ ~ater

resources during and after mining processes.

The primary purpose of the Act, nS set forth by

section 34-32-102, is to provide:
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II •• duri n9 the min i n9 pro C e S 5 a-n d aft e r
mining operations have been completed, for
the reclamation of land subjected to
surface disturbances by open mining and
thereby conserve natural resources, aid
in the protection of wildlife and aquatic
resources ... and to protect and promote
the health, safety and general welfare of
the people of this state."

Section 34-32-116(1)(h) of the Act specifically

addresses groundwater quality. It states that mining

operations shall be allowed to commence if certain require-

ments are met including:

lIDisturbances to the prevailing hydrologic
balance of the affected land and of the
surrounding area and to the quality and
quantity of water in surface and ground
water systems both during and after the
mining operation and during reclamation
shall be minimized."

Any person may engage in an open mining activity

after first obtaining a permit from the Mined Land Reclama-

tion Board. The mine operator is required underth~ Act

to file a bond in such an amount as deemed necessary by

the Board, payable to the State of Color21do, to p.nSlJr~

that permit conditions are met. Permit violations m~y

result in the forfeiture of the operators bond upon the

Board's request.

An amendment to the Mined L~nrl Reclnm~tion ~(t.

Colorado House Bill #1195, was approv~d in June 1980. The

amendment contains provisions regarding the regulation of

prospecting drill holes abandonment in order to prevent

groundwater contamination. I8
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The Colorado Surface Coal Mining Reclamation Act

of 1979,19 was enacted pursuant to the federal Surface

Mining Control and Reclamation Act, which required the

states to develop and implement fully approvaLl~ regulatory

programs for surface coal mining operations. The Mined

Land Reclamation Board is also the regulatory authority

under this Act.

The primary purpose of the Act, as set forth hy

section 34-33-102, is to provide:

II ••• a balance among the protection of
the environment, agricultural productivity,
and the need for coal as an essential source
of energy. .. It is further the intent
of the general assembly ... to protect
society and the environment from the adverse
affects of surface coal mining operations
... to promote the reclamation of mined
areas left without adequate reclamation
prior to the enactment of this article
and which continue, in their unreclaimed
condition, to sUbstantially degrade the
quality of the environment, prevent or
damage the beneficial use of land or water
resources, or endanger the health or safety
of the public, to aid in the protection of
wildlife and aquatic resources, and to
protect and promote the health, safety,
and general welfare of the people of this
state."

Any person wishing to engage in a surface CO?!

mining operation is required to obtain a permit from thp

Mined Land Reclamation Board. Permit applications are

required under the Act to contain extensive and very speci-

fic provisions regarding environmental protection. The

Act's treatment of groundwater quality protection is

exceptionally thorough. Section 34-33-110(2)(1) stinlJlrttp::;

that every permit application is required to includp:
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"A determination of the probable hydrologic
consequences of the surface coal mining and
reclamation operations, both on and off site,
with respect to the hydrologic regime and
the quantity and quality of water in surface
and groundwater systems, including the
dissolved and suspended solids under seasonal
flow conditions and the collection of suffi
cient data for the mine site and surrounding
areas, so that an assessment can be made by
the division of the probable cumulative
impacts of all anticipated mining in the
area upon the hydrology of the area.

In addition, section 34-33-110(2)(0), requires

that every permit application include:

"Cross sections, maps or plans of the land
to be affected, including ... the loca
tion of subsurface water and its quality.
the location of aquifers; the estimated
elevation of the water table; the location
of all impoundments for waste. .. the
location of any settling or water treatment
facility."

Section 34-33-120 requires mine operators to engage

in specific mining practices in order to meet thp. environ-

mental protection performance standards stipulated under

the Act. Required practices regarding groundwater quality

protection include:

"(2)(j)(I) Avoiding acid or other toxic mine
drainage by suc~ measures as, but not limited
to:
(A) Preventing or removing water from c~nt0(~

with toxic producing deposits ... ;
(8) Casing~ sealing, or otherwise managing
boreholes, shafts, and wells to keep acid
or other toxic drainage from entering
groundwaters and surface \AJc1ters: II

and

II ( 2 ) ( n ) Ens uret hat all deb r is, ac i d- for min 1_3
materials, or materia1s constituting a fire
hazard are treated or buriAd and compacted
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or otherwise disposed of in a manner
designed to prevent contamination of
groundwaters or surface waters and
that contingency plans are developed
top rev ent sus t a i ned com bus t ion . II

For purposes of administering and enforcing any

permit, the Mined Land Reclamation Board, under section

34-33-122, requires the permittees to establish and main-

ta;n records containing information relative to their

mining operations. With regards to mining operations

which affect or potentially affect surface and subsurface

water, the Board has the authority to require the permittee

to:

1I(2)(a) Establish monitoring sites to
record the effect of the operations on
the level and amount of such water;
(b) Maintain records of well logs and
borehole data;1I

The Mined land Reclamation Board is required to

inspect surface coal mining operations for compliance

to permit conditions at least once every calender year.

Any violations may be remedied through civil or criminal

actions upon the Board's request.

Finally, the Mined Land Reclamation Board has th~

authority to designate areas unsuitable for surface coal

mining. Lands included in this category ar~ those wh~rA

surface coal mining would adversely affect aquifers nY'

aquifer recharge zones.
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Office of the State Engineer

The Colorado Division of Water Resources located

in the Office of the State Engineer, is primarily respon-

sible for the administration of water rights in Colorado,

and as such s its authority over groundwater quality

regulations is limited.

Bruce Debrine, of the Groundwater Section in the

Division of Water Resources, summed up his agencyls role

concerning groundwater quality:

"The Division provides the staff and support
resources for.the Board of Examiners of Water
Well and Pump Installation Contractors, who
are charged by law in Article 37-91, CRS 1973,
as amended, to protect the public health by
its regulation and licensing of persons
engaged in the business of constructing water
wells or installing pumps or pumping equip
ment ;n water wells. Rules and regulations
have been promulgated by the Board of
Examiners to ensure proper location, con
struction, repair, and abandonment of
water wells and the proper installation
and repair of pumps and pumping equipment
so that adequate protection is provided to
both the users of groundwater and the
aquifers themselves. 1I20

In addition, the Division's investigative section

provides data and groundwater expertise to other state

agencies who are actively engaged, and are charged with

groundwater quality regulation. This support is provided

at the request of the regulating agency, however, and is

limited by fiscal and manpower constraints. 21
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2 Ibid .

3CRS 1973 25-8-101 et. ~.

4Colorado Senate Bill #10, June 12, 1981.
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Attorney, lIGroundwater Qual ity Control, II October 2R, 1981.

6Memo from Tom Smi~h, Assistant Attorney General
Natural Resources Section to Tom Looby, Environmental
Program Administrator--Office of Health Protection.
"Groundwater Quality Protection," September 23, 1982,
pp. 1-2.

7Colorado House Bill #1468, June 19, 1981.
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9CRS 1973 25-1-101 t d d b ~ te . ~. as amen e y ~ena e
Bill #510, June 19, 1981.

10 CRS 1973 25-11-101 ~. ~.

11Colorado House Bill #1246, May 3, 1982.
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34-70-101 et. se9..
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CHAPTER 5

COLORADO GROUNDWATER QUALITY

TASK FORCE

The Colorado Water Quality Control Commission

recognized the importance of a coordinated groundwater

quality management approach for the State in lieu of thp

administrative problems associated with the current

regulatory situation. Therefore, in early 1978, the

Commission created the Colorado Groundwater Quality Task

Force for the purpose of preparing recommendations for n

State Groundwater Quality Management Strategy. In order

to accommodate representation of the various views on

groundwater quality management in the State, the member

ship of the Task Force included a cross-section of

groundwater quality control interests (see Figure III).

Given the diversity of the Task Force membership and th2

complexity of its mission, consensus ~as not rossiblp on

all issues. Although the strategy does reprp.5pnt 0

majority position, it should be viewed as the considere n

j\ldgement of a limited number of individuals ~nri thprp-

fore represents only the first step in a process which

will require additional development by qualified tpch~ic~l ~

legal, and concerned interests. 1
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i'igure III

GROUNDWATER QUP-.LITY STRATEGY TASK FORCE
WatAr Quality Control Commissio~

Norman A. Evans, Chairman
ColorJdo Water Resources

Research Institute, CSU

:>~m::s 31 akey
!!.S. C<~olcgical Survey

P',lbert Brennan
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Bruce De8rine
Colnrado Division of
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*~~a rc i a Hug hes
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League of Women Voters
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General's Office

Larry Mugler
208 Coordinator
Denver Regional Council

of Governments

*Tom Norton
Consulting Engineer

*Jack Odor
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Paul Osborne
U.S. Environmental

Protection Agency

Richard Pearl
Colorado Geological

Survey

Robert Pomeroy
Hol1and end Ha'rt

*f~aren ,~asmLi5sen

Gulf Mineral Resource
Company

*Chuck Roberts
Colorado ~ater Quali~y

Control Divis~on

Ben Saunders
Frenchman Groundwater

r1anage~ent District

Dan Sunada
Ci'/il Er.ginee~~ing Dept.,
Co1orado State Uni\Jp."c,~ ~.'j

*Eri ch Ti epe1
Wyoming Minerai Corporation

Terry Trembly
208 Coordinator
Larimer-Weld Regional

Council of Governments

*Dcnald Turk
Tri-County Health Depa~tment

Kenneth ',~aesche

Colorado Oepart~ent of Health

*Arden \~a11 urn
Colorado Water quality

Control Division

*Kenneth Webb
Colorado Water Oualitv

Control Divis{on J

*Toni Worcester
League of Women Voters

Technical Secretary
Gregg Caldl e:'
Colorado Water Resources

Research Institute, CSU

Ex-Officio Members
Robert Gwen
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8r~ce Zander
U.S. E~vironDen~~~

Protection AgRrcy
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The function of the Task Force is purely advisory,

and as such, the acceptance and implementation of any of

its recommendations must be made pursuant to the statutory

authority of the Water Quality Control Commission. With

this in mind, the Task Force prepared a strategy consist

ing of recommendations which require little, if any,

legislative action. They are intended to provide the

State of Colorado with a comprehensive and coordinated

groundwater quality management program by marshalling the

State1s existing federal and state legislation in a

coherent fashion. The recommendations prepared by the

Task Force include requirements for: a groundwater use

classification system; groundwater quality guidelines; a

groundwater monitoring plan and; standards for permitting

pollutant discharges into groundwater. 2 All of these

recommendations are consistent with the authority granted

to the Water Quality Control Commission as provided by

the Colorado Water Quality Control Act.

Classification System

The Colorado Water Quality Control Act gave the

Water Quality Control Commission the responsibility tn

rlev~lop a classification system for ~11 th~ watprs of thp

State based on quality and use characteristics. Surface

water classifications have been established. The ground

waters of the State have yet to be classified due to

difficulties encountered as a result of the phY$ir~l (ha~~~-

ter of the resource itself.
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The Task Force recommended that subsurface water

classification be done on the basis of groundwatp-r bodies

rather than aquifers due to the fact that the physical

boundaries of aquifers often contain many subsurface water

bodies with different quality and use characteristics.

For example, an aquifer may contain intrusions of impervious

materials which subdivide it into independent zones in

which water quality may be greatly different. Or, pr~ssure

distributions in the water of an aquifer can effectively

separate volumes which behave almost independently and which

should therefore be classified individually.3

Another important component of the classification

process would be the development of a centr~lized grollnrl-

water quality data bank managed by a team of geology an~

groundwater hydrology specialists. This team would hnVp.

the responsibility for building the data base by: collect-

ing existing data; receiving and analyzing data furnished

by permit applicants and; establishing the boundaries of

groundwater bodies and their quality and use classifica-

tion for each permit application. Groundwater bodies for

which adequate data already exists would be classified alsD.

There is much groundwater quality data already coll~cted~

however, it is dispersed in the records of the various

state agencies charged with groundwater quality regulation.

Therefore, an extensive inventory of the existing dAta ?,nrl

the establishment of a central archive would be impnrt~nt

first steps in creating a centralized datn h~nk for the

1 . t:". • 4c aSSl Ilcatl0n process.
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The Task Force was of the opinion that groundwater

sources not being used for drinking water purposes should

not be protected as such. The feeling ~as that such

stringent quality parameters would place an undue burden

on dischargers. Therefore, the Task Force recommended that

groundwater bodies be classified according to their

current and expected future uses with corresponding

effluent limitations. 5 The Classification scheme pro-

posed by the Task Force consists of:

Class ·1 : Individual Domestic

Class I I : Public Wate.r Supply

Class I I I : Industrial

Class I V: Irrigation

Class V: Livestock Drinking Supply 6

This classification system was not intended tn imply

a hierarchy among uses. Rather it represents pote n tia 1

uses of groundwater in Colorado which may require differAnt

quality parameters.

Quality Guidelines

Numeric groundwater quality guidelines are an

integral component of the classification system. How~ver,

the identification of, and justification for qua1ity

parameters and limits for various uses of water is contro

versial since there is not yet inclusive factual information

on which to base them. Thus, the Task Force recommenderl

that groundwater quality guidelines be consistent with thp
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State's surface water quality guidelines and primary drink

ing water standards (see Figures IV and V).7

Figure IV

Water Quality Standards: Colorado Water
Quality Control Commission,

July 10, 1979

Inorganic
Parameters mg/l

Ammonia (as N)

Cyanide (free)

Sulfide (as H2S)

Nitrate (as N)

Nitrate ( as N)

Boron

Chloride

Sulfate

Drinking
Water

0.5

0.2

0.05

10.0

1.0

250

250

Agritul ture

0.2

100.0

10.0

0.75

Metal Parameters

Arsenic 0.05 0.1

Barium 1.0

Beryllium 0.1

Cadmium 0.01 0.01

Chromium
trivalent 0.05 0.1
Hexivalent 0.05 O. 1

Copper 1.0 0.2
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Figure IV (continued)

Metal Parameters (cant)

Iron

Lead

Manganesse

Mercury

Nickel

Selenium

Silver

Zinc

Organic Parameters

Endrin

Lindane

Methoxychlor

Toxaphene

2,40

Chlorophenol

Monohydric phenol

Benzidine

Drinking
Water

0.3 (sol.)

0.05

0.05

0.002

0.01

0.05

5.0

0.0002

0.004

0.1

0.0005

0.1

0.001

0.001

0.0001

Agriculture

0.1

0.2

0.2

0.02

2.0
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~igure V

Mandatory Parameters of Drinking
Water Colorado Department

of Health

Inorganic Parameters (mg/1)

Nitrate (as N)

Nitrite (as N)

Metal Parameters

Arsenic

Barium

Cadmium

Chromium
trivalent
hexivalent

Lead

Mercury

Selenium

Silver

Organic Parameters

Endrin

Lindane

Methoxychlor

Toxaphene

2,40

2,4,5-TP

10.0

10.0

0.05

1.0

0.01

0.05
0.05

0.05

0.002

0.01

0.05

0.0002

0.004

0.1

0.005

0.1

0.01
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. Figure V (cont.)

Radioactivity

Gross Alpha

Gross Beta

Radium, 226-228

15pCi/L

50pCi/L

5pCi/L

The Task Force qualified this recommendation by

stating that groundwater quality should not be degraded

beyond the specified levels unless the Water Quality

Control Commission determines that such degradati.on is

justified by reason of economic and social development.

Further, the recommended numerical guidelines were not

intended as maximum concentrations a110wable for use and

they should not be construed as limiting the withdrawal

of groundwaters containing higher concentrations for any

8use.

Monitoring Plan

The Task Force recommended that a statewide monitor-

ing network he establ ished for the purpose of assessing the

extent to which pollutants have entered groundwater bodies.

It was advised that the design and operation of this moni

toring network be the responsibility of the same team of

geology and groundwater hydrology specialists charged with

managing the centralized groundwater quality data bank.
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Monitoring would take place semi-annually in the following

areas: where little groundwater quality data is available;

where degradation Gould be expected and; in each major

groundwater body of the State. 9

Monitoring would be accomplished by comparing

upgradient with downgradient water quality samples. The

upgradient samples establish background quality since they

would not be affected by the entry of pollutants. The

downgradient sampling points establish a network to detect

the presence of pollutants which may have been introduced

into the groundwater body. A statistical comparison of

samples would enable a determination to be made as to the

extent of contamination existent in the groundwater body.l0

Discharge Permits

The Task Force's primary intent was to recommend a stra-

tegy for those activities which actually, or potentially,

deposit pollutants into groundwater. Therefore, the permit

system recommended by the Task Force accounted for three

different groups of activities including: those attributed

to causing the most serious groundwater problems in the

State; those which have the potential for groundwater

quality d~gradation, but were not considered to be signifi

cant threats to groundwater quality at present and;

activities which could be exempted from regulation because

they do not generally pose a threat to groundwater quality.
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The Task Force concluded that the most serious threats

to groundwater quality in the State could be attributed to

four activities: solid waste disposal, which includes

hazardous waste; on-lot sewage treatment, such as septic

tanks and leach fields; mineral development, including

exploratory drill holes and in-situ mining processes and;

surface impoundments of liquid waste. II The Task Force

sought to regulate these activities in the most compre

hensive way possible. Therefore, it devised a uniform

permit system which would avoid confusion and burdensome

overlaps on the one hand and minimize major gaps in coverage

on the other.

The Task Force recommended that no perso~ should be

allowed to discharge effluents or leachate into groundwater

unless such discharges were";n compliance with. a permit

issued either by the Water Quality Control Division or any

other authorized agency of the State. Dischargers would

be required to file an application for a discharge permit

with the Water Quality Control Division. The issuance of

such a permit would depend on the contents of the application

which would require the discharger to set forth ;n detail

the methods or techniques he intends to employ, including

natural processes if appropriate. 12 The application con

tents wou1d also be required to include a factual

determination of the existing hydrological conditions at

and surrounding the discharge site including:
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"ll) existing groundwater quality in the
vicinity of the proposed discharge site;

(2) a map 'or maps of the site and
surrounding area~ drawn to scale,
showin~ distances to:

(a) existing wells and exploratory holes;
(b) eXisting lakes or ponds, canals,

streams, springs, and swamps;
tc) direct;'on of surface drainage and

direction of groundwater movement
in the site area;

(d) location of borings, observation wells,
exploratory borings and other sub
surface data used in the determination.

(3) Analyses based upon the hydrogeological
data which provided a basis for determination
of the acceptability of the site to receive
effluent such as (but not limited to):

(a) evaluate the impact of the effluent
on the quality of groundwater;

{b) establish the direction and rate of
groundwater flow and changes expected,
including groundwater mounding, as a
result of the proposed effluent,
discharge;

(c) define the physical boundaries of the
receiving groundwater body. .

(4) Analyses may be included which:
(a) define the thickness, area, extent, and

relevant physical and chemical charac
teristics of earth materials through
which the effluent will pass and evaluate
their capacity to remove pollutants from
the effluent by physical, chemical or
biological processes;

tb) establish feasibility of engineering
modifications to the site that may
make the proposed discharge of
effl uent acceptabl e. "13

The Task Force advised that each holder of a discharge

permit be required to monitor its discharges. Monitoring

would include the collection of data on: fluid pressure

distribution; hydraulic or pressure gradients; and mineral,

biological and chemical water quality parameters. Permit

holders would also be required to establish patterns
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showing fluid flow gradients in the groundwater body as

well as concentrations of pollutants. 14

In order to .provide coordination among the various

state agencies having statutory authority over groundwater

quality regulation, the Task Force recommended that no

additional effluent discharge permits be required for

activities regulated under existing federal and state

statutes. IS These include:

1. Solid Waste Oisposal and Facilities Act,
30-20-101 C.R.S.

2. Radiation Control Act, 25-11-101 C.R.S.
3. Oil and Gas Conservation Act, 34-60-101

C.R.S.
4. Mined Land Reclamation. Act, 34-32-101

C.R.S.
5. Surface C6al Mining Reclamation Act, .

34-33-101 C.R.S.
6. Management and Disposition of Solid and

Hazardous 'Waste Act, 25-15-101 C.R.S.
as amended by Senate Bill #519, 1981.

7. A state or federal program created pursuant
to the federal Safe Drinking Water Act
(Underground Injection Control) Subtitle C,
42 USC 300h et. seq.

8. A state program created pursuant to House
B111 #1468, section 505, 1981.

The Task Force qualified this recommendation, however,

by proposing that the technical criteria for permits and

the review process used by the issuing agency be reviewed

and approved by a memorandum of agreement between the issuing

agency and the Water Quality Control Division. It was

advised that this memoranda of agreement include: criteria

for application; determination of application completeness;

review time frames; public notice and hearing procedures and

monitoring and enforcement responsibilities. 16
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The Task Force alsQ recommended that any agency

proposing to issue permits in areas of cumulative impacts

which affect groundwater quality, should execute a memo

randum of agreement with the Water Quality Division. 17

A second group of activities were identified by the

Task Force which have the potential for degradation of

groundwater quality, but which were not considered to be

significant threats to groundwater quality at present.

The Task Force recommended that a general permit be issued

for such activities. Such a permit would provide minimal

regulation at present, but it would not preclude more

stringent regulation in the future should any such activities

be determined to present a significant threat to ground

water quality.18 Activities suggested to be regulated

under general permit include: Effluent or leachate which

conforms to all numerical guidelines for a classified use

and does not contain any pollutants in toxic concentra

tions; effluent- resulting from flood control systems;

controlled application of street de-icing chemicals;

recycling of heat pump water having a temperature less

than 10°F warmer than ambient groundwater temperature and;

underground mine backfilling which ;s authorized by the

State of Co1orado. 19

The Task Force suggested that State 208 agencies

could-possibly be given administrative responsibility for

issuing general groundwater quality permits within their

" " "d" t' 20respectlve JurlS lC 10ns.
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Finally, the Task- Force identified a group of

activities which could be exempted from regulation since

they do not gener~lly pose a threat to groundwater quality.

The Water Quality Control Division may require permits for

such activities in the event that they become injurious

to groundwater quality. These activities include:

"(1) Water applied to land for irrigation
of agricultural crops, watering of
lawns, trees, gardens or shrubs pro
vided that the source of the water is
a classified body of water.

(2) Effluents which are normal seepage
from conveyance structures and
storage reservoirs used to trans
port or store water which ;s used
for irrigation, livestock, indivi
dual domestic, public domestic
consumption, industry, or
recreation as a raw water supply.

(3) Effluent subject to a NPDES permit
which is discharged to a perennial
watercourse. Discharges to dry
channels and ephemeral streams
should not be exempt from the
discharge permit, requirement.

(4) Controlled application of dust
suppressant chemicals, including
water.

(5) Controlled chemical applications
on public roads right-of-way for
weed control, domestic pest
control purposes, and agricultural
or silvacultural pest control. 1I 21

Current Status of Task Force Recommendations

The recommendations concerning a groundwater

quality management strategy for the State of Colorado~

prepared by the Colorado Groundwater Quality Task Force,

are currently being reviewed by the Colorado Water Quality

Control Commission. As of September 28, 1982 the
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Commission had taken no action on the proposals prepared

by the Task Force. 22 However, the Colorado Department

of Health is currently in the process of analyzing the

adequacy of its groundwater quality protection programs

and is formulating suggestions for the future direction

this program should take. 23
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1Groundwate'r Quality Task Force, "Recommenda-
tions for a State Groundwater Quality Management Strategy
Prepared for the Colorado Water Quality Control Commis-
sion," September 17, 1981 t p. 1.

2 Ibid ., p. 19.

3 Ibid ., p. 3-4.

4 Ibid . t p. 5.

5 Ibid ., p. 6.

6 Ibid ., p. 21.

7 Ibid ., p. 6.

8 Ibid ., pp. 21-22.

9 Ibid ., p. 22.

10 Ibid ., p. 11.

11 Ibid ., p. 13.

12 Ibid ., pp. 22-23.

13 Ibid ., pp. 23-24.

14 Ibid ., p. 25.

15 Ibid ., p. 12.

16 Ibid ., p. 26.

17 Ibid ., pp. 26-27.

18 Ibid ., p. 27.

19 Ibid ., p. 13.

20 Ibid ., pp. 27-28.

21 I b ; d., Pp. 28 - 29 .
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22personnal Interview· with Dt. Norman Evans,
I

Chairman of the Colorado Groundwater Quality Task
Force, September 28, 1982.

23 Memo from Robert A. Arnott, Assistant Director
of the Colorado Department of Health to Persons interes
ted in groundwater quality, October 7, 1982.



CHAPTER 6

OBSERVATIONS

Groundwater is a vitally important renewable

resource that has been taken for granted and given little

protection. Only in the last decade has the general

public become aware of the potential for groundwater

contamination in Colorado. For many years it was believed

that groundwater was an essentially pure and uncontami

nated resource, capable of naturally clean~ing itself of

introduced contaminants. This misconception and lack of

foresight has produced a problem which is' quickly becoming

one of Colorado's most pressing environmental problems.

According to former EPA official Eckardt Beck, the

contami nati on of groundwater is, lithe envi ronmental

horror story of the 1980's.1/1

This "h0 r r 0 r s tory 11 has bee n accent uate d by the

uncoordinated and fragmented legal framework available

for protecting this resource. It has been demonstrated

that the existing system is composed of a patchwork of

state and federal laws. Further, the authority for

administering these laws is dispersed among several state

and federal agencies, which inevitably causes problems

88
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associated with inter-agency coordination. Most important,

the relationships that exist between these agencies are

often informal and subject to the traditional forces of

program prerogative, personalities and the competition for

available resources. The informal lines of communication

which exist, and the competition which develops among

these agencies, serves to compound the problem of effec

tively protecting groundwater quality.

The complexity of groundwater contamination problems

and the multiplicity of pollution sources make necessary

an organized comprehensive approach. Unfortunately, such

an approach is not evidenced in existing federal and state

programs. The federal Groundwater Quality Management

Program (WQM), which contained provisions for federal

financial and planning assistance to states wishing to

develop groundwater quality management programs, was an

attempt to comprehensively address the problem. However,

the Reagan administration did not view groundwater quality

management as a policy priority. Hence, progress on WQM

has been slowed to a standstill. The Colorado Ground

water Quality Task Force completed its mission of prepar

ing recommendations regarding a comprehensive groundwater

quality management program for the State in October 1981.

However, as of September 28, 1982 the Colorado Water

Quality Control Commission had taken no action regarding

those proposals.
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As a result of the stagnated. status of the proposed

comprehensive groundwater quality management programs~

action on groundwater contamination in Colorado will

remain fragmented and frustrating. Unless many steps are

taken to provide the State of Colorado with a comprehen

sive and coordinated groundwater quality management

system, the groundwater contamination "horror story" may

continue for many years.
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NOTES

lEckardt Beck quoted in Sharon Begley, lIHow Safe
Is Your Water?1I Newsweek, November 1, 1982, p. 89.
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